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Prof'. Barnard'. COlDd. I northeast corner of the State of Coahuila. the western 

Prof. L ewis Bos!!, of the Dudley Observatory, has part of Nuevo Leon, the southeast Gorner of Coahuila. 
completed calculations of the orbit of the new comet tbe center of San Luis Potosi, the center of Guanajuato, 
discovered by Prof. Barnard at the Lick Observatory, the northeast corner of Michoacan, and the northern 
September 2. Having remained nearly stationary, the part of Mexico. The ascent from the Rio Grande to 
determination of its path has been a work of great dif- the table land o ccurs principally between Monterey 
ficulty, and re8ults attained can be regarded as merely and Saltillo, the latter place having an elevation of 
approximate. According to these the comet is twice as 5,2JO, and San Luis Potosi of 6,090 feet. The route lies 
far away from the earth as the sun is, or about 190,000,- through or near one or two important mining districts. 
000 roiles, and is about 170,000,000 miles from the sun. All of the railroads in Mexico lire likely to find their 
It is moving toward its perihelion, and indications are permanent profit chiefly in local traffic. The Mexican 
that this will be reached December 10. As the earth Central Company's domestic freight business has in
and comet are moving toward each other from opposite creased during the last four years beyond the most 
directions. the velocity of approach toward us is some- sanguine anticipations. The National road so far has 
thing unusual, about 3, 000,000 miles a day. Tbe comet been operated at a disadvantage, consisting of several 
will consequently increase in brightness, and by the disjointed sections and confined to local traffi/} exclu
middle of November will be sixty times as bright as at sively. Pr'esident Raoul looks for a considerable de
its discovery. Subsequent calculations will determine velopment of earnings after the line from the United 
whether it will become visible to the unassisted eye. It States gets into operation. The new ('ompany's ex
came into our solar system with the small inclination penses so far have been heavy on account of needed 
of fifteen degrees to the plane in which the planetary betterments with a view to through business. Other 
orbits lie, and in such a way as to move in a direction narrow gauge enterprises to connect with the Mexican 
contrary to that of the planets. The comet cannot National are under way. All things considered, the 
readily be seen much earlier than 1 o'clock in the morn- outlook for this and the various other Mexican railroads 
ing, but within a month it will be visible in the early appears to be brighter than at any time within the last 
evening hOUl'S, and in November will rise before sun- four or five years.--Bradstreet's. 
set. The physical appearance indicates that it is in- ............ ' _____ _ 
trinsically bright and that it will develop a large tail. 
Calculations indicate its neare8t distance to the sun at 
125,000,000 miles. Should it fall below this, the comet 
will be a brilliant object in November. 

....... 
The Mexican Nallonal Railroad. 

Rapid progress has been made this 8ummer toward 
the completion of the Mexican National Railroad Com
pany's " International" line, and President Raoul in
forms us that it is expected to open it for traffic before 
November 1, and possibly by October 15. This will 
make a second independent all-rail route from the Rio 
Grande to the city of MeXICO. The Mexican Central 
road, from EI Paso south, was opened in the spring of 
k884. 

At the close of 1883 the Mexican National Company 
fad in operation 444 miles of track in northern Ml'Xico 
Ind Texas, and 336 miles extending west and north 
from the city of Mexico. Owing to financial difficulties 
constrnction had been suspended, with a gap of 352 
miles, lying between SaWllo, in the southern part of 
the State of Coahuila, and San Miguel, in the State of 
Gnanajuato, to be finished in order to complete the 
connection between the capital of Mexico and the 
United States. In 1884 the original Mexican National 
Railway Company defaulted on its first mortgage 
bonds. and, pending a reorganization, no further build
ing was possible. Toward the close of ]886 an agree
ment was entered into by the leading representatives 
of the first mortgage bondholders on the one hand and 
the Mexican National Construction Company and other 
creditors on the other, in accordance with which the 
present Mexican National Railroad Company was 
formed. 

By the terms of the new agreement the Interoceanic 
line, running from the city of Mexico directly west 274 
miles to the present terminus at Patzcuaro, and the 
International line, completed and uncompleted, from 
Acambaro on the former, 177 miles west of Mexico, 

SIMPLE ATTACHMENT FOR STOVES. 

A simple device for heating two rooms by means of a 
single stove has been devised by Mr. Henry Mead, of 
this city. As this idea is very simple, and is unpatented, 
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his eyes, and finally shut 011 forever the last dim 
glimpse of Bristol and her boats. 

But he went on building boats just the same-not, 
of course, as if nothing had happened, for his methods 
of perception had to be radically changed. He had 
the task before him of carrying in his mind the models 
he worked upon. The objects he had seen with his 
eyes in the first fifteen years of his life he could sum
mon up into his mind again. 

Under the enforced habit of mental activity, without 
the interruption and suggestion of outside objects, his 
mind grew to be one of remarkable concentration and 
acuteness. He became able, for instance, to set up 
before himself, from a careful description, a piece of 
machinery, and to explain its workings and its faults. 
His sense of touch developed to a wonderful sensitive
ness, too. He learned to recognize the power of lines 
by rubbing his fingers slowly over a marble, and how 
well he Rucceeded in finding the good and discarding 
the bad has been shown by many a craft. 

But this was when Herreshoff was building only 
sailing vessels. It was not until after 1873, when 
Nathaniel HerrAshotl became interested with hil! 
brother, that the Herreshoff steam vessels made their 
appearance. Mr. John Herreshotl had been thinking 
over the (loil boiler idea for some time, and when it was 
applied to steam craft it was so successful that the 
building of sailing vessels was at once abandoned. 
The industry at once jumped into prominence, and the 
shops were used for making every part of the vessel. 

The average individual who has heard of Herresboff 
would very likely expect to find him industriously at 
work upon a model or laying down the lines in sOllie 
ingenious way for a new boat. He will be found 
usually in business hours sitting behind a little railing 
in one of the rooms of the office, quiAtly resting one 
arm on a desk at his side. He is very busy-just as 
busy as if his eyesight were as good as an eagle's. 
Secretary Young is sitting at the desk by his side and 
reading letters. bills, orders, all kinds of business com
munications. Herreshoff carries them swiftly along in 
his mind, one after the other. If you should happen 
to drop into the office about noon, say, you would see 
him get up, unlatch the gate to the railing with per
fect ease, walk to the hat rack where his hat is hang
ing, with two or three more, and take his down with .. 
out a fumble. 

Mr. Nathaniel G. Herreshoff, who is not blind like 
Mr. John and others in his family, is the designer. 
He works out the models, makes his calculations, etc. 
Mr. John.may run his hands ovetthe models, hear tbe 

I 
measurements read, and make suggestions. The beauty 
and effectiveness of the Herreshoff models are thus 

I due, in their conception, almost wholly to the two 
brothers. But there are experienced IDen in every 
branch of the business to take them up and ,develop 
them into the much admired Herreshoff yachts. 

The steel yacht which the Herreshoffs are now build
ing will be looked for with considerable interest. Her 
plates have been fitted to each other as smoothly as 
the tiles in a floor. She is 148 feet in length, with 181 foot breadth of beam, and a 7 foot draught. Her enf 
gines, also built by the Herreshotls, are of qUadrUPI� 
expansion type, and are beauties of simplicity an 
strength, capable of 800 horse power. Her contrac 
calls for 17 miles an hour. The interior will be a 
model of beauty and safety. The woodwork is of 
highly polished quartered oak, and there are five water
tight bulkheads. She will cost Mr. Brown about 
$70.000 as she comes from the Herreshoff's hands. 

.. fe ... 

north to Laredo, together with some minor pieces of it may be applied very easily to any stove in use. The 
track, were turned over to the new corporation. Pos- purpose of the device illustrated is to utilize the heat 
session was taken in July, 1887, and during the next space in stoves, which in ordinary cases is devoid of any 
month contracts were executed for the completion of use other than furthering the general exterior design 
the missing link in th<l International division. Work and increasin{1: the exterior heating surface, it not alter-
began at the northern end in October and at the south- ing the outside appearance. Curt ..... ' "IIneral. of' Utah. 

ern end in December, and the builders are obligated to To accomplish this, the cover of the stove is removed, Included in the mineral resources of Utah, apart 
finish tht>ir task by October 1. Extensive machine and a metal air heating cbamber, having a slight flange from its precious metal'!, are deposits of alum, some 
shops are to be put up at Laredo, the Pullman Com- near its upper edge, and a gas-tight bottom, is intro- recently discovered veins of which are eighteen inches 
pany has supplied a lot of sleeping and dining cars, and duced. This pot or chamber should be so deep as to thick and several hundred feet in length, of dazzling 
the new route will open with fair prospects for both extend downward as far as can be done without inter- whiteness and great purity. Beds of niter are also 
passenger and freight traffic. fering with the operations of feeding the coal to the found sufficiently pure to readily fuse when thrown on 

Taking St. Louis for the starting point, the distance fire. At or near the bottom of the chamber an air pipe hot coals. 
frOID the principal cities of the United States to the city of convenient size is fitted, and this extends to and Ozokerite or

. 

natural mineral wax, a rarity elseWh�r . 
of Mexico by way of Laredo and the Mexican National through the side of the stove. Connection by pipe is here found in large quantities. It is air, acid, an 
route will be 1,905 miles, as against 2,585 miles via EI from the top of the pot to the register in the floor above water proof, and can be used for imparting these qua -
Pa60 anll the Mexican Central Railroad. The distance completes the arrangement. Without additional fuel ties to other substallces. As an insulator it is said 0 
frOID. St. Louis to Laredo is about 1,080 miles, from La- this plan has been found to furnish warmth enough in be perfect, and would dou btless be found a superio n� 
redo to Mexico 825 miles. From St. Louis to El Paso it cold days to render needless any stove in the upper sulating material for electrical appliances. It qc)uld 
is 1,360 miles, and frOID EI Paso to Mexico 1,225 miles. room. also be adapted as the base of a cheap yet desJ�able 
The saving of 680 iniles by the new line is equivalent to • 4 • I • paving material and for indurating piles and posts to 
nearly thirty hours' time for passenger travel and the The Herr .... hoft'. a. Ship BundeD. prevent decay. 
mails. ThA route offers superior attractions for tour- Charles Frederick Herreshoff, of Bristol, R. 1., died A somewhat similar discovery is gilsonite, found, o n  
ists, crossing the Sierra Madre Mountains west of the of pulmonary dise8.8e a t  his home in that city, septem- I analysis, t o  contain about eighty per cent o f  ear bon or 
city of Mexico at an elevation of 10,180 feet, or little ber 8, in the eightieth year of his age. Mr. HerreshotT aspbalt in pure form. 
less than two miles above the sea. The vertical ascent was the father 'of the famous Herreshoffs. the boat. Of the latter a vein has been discovered three feet 
froll� the capital is 2.700 feet, most of it in a di!ltance of builders, whose works, as a writer in the New York wide and over a mile in length-a 8upply that, if 
sixteen miles. That part of northern Mexico traversed Sun ShOW8, are about the most conspicuous thing left worked. would be found almost inexhaustible. 
by the National road also compares favorably in inter- to remind Bristol of her trading days. The Herreshoff As is now well known, the Great Salt Lake is an im
est with the Mexican Central's unattractive territory. children played about the old ship yard!!, The HerreR- mense, limitles& magazine of salt, that can be readily 
The Central route, however, possesses an advantage in hoffs took to boats. Boats got into their blood more obtained in any desired quantity by the simple pro
'that It passes throngh hal( a dozen interesting citie_s, nr leslSfrom both sides of thehonse. It wasn't strange, cess of evaporation. 
while tbe only cities of irl1.lJortance on the National .thereAlre, that John Herreshoff began whittling Ollt From this lake vast quantities. of SUlphate of spda 
road are Monterey, San Luis 'Potosi, and Toluca. The'boatsoM soon as he was old enough to mans!!,e a jack- are also 8ooured, blown on !lhore at certain tem peratures 
Natio�al is a narroW gauge, and the Central a broad knife. In his fifteenth year he built a good sized craft by tbe winds, where hundreds of tons are often piled 
goauge road. for sailing on the bay. up in a !lingle night, that can be utilized in the cheap 

The new line going south from La.redo crOlllell the Then he 10lt·hi. liabt. Gradually 80 tUm came over produotion of sal eoda and carbenate'Of sQda. 
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Stray RaUroad Cars and How they are Recovered. , AN IMPROVED WINDMILL. 

The �ay in which .railroad officials keep track. of A windmill d�sign�� to regulate aut�mat�cally the 
their freight carlO, willch are run thousands of mIles speed of the maUl dl'\vmg shatt, and whlch wlll always 
over other railroad lines, has, no doubt, excited the I act, from whatever direction the wind blows, without 
wonder of many, and were it IIOt for the constant the shifting of vanes aud other devices, has been pat· 
vigilance of the great railroad companies in keeping ented by MI'. Marcus .T. S. Soli, and is illustrated here
watch of their freight, cars, the loss of rolling stock and with. 'I'he wind wheel consists of one or more turbines, 
dalllage resulting from delays and Illistakes would one above the other, secured near the upper end of the 
prove a source of serious finaucial loss to all concerned. vertical driving shaft, each wheel having top and bot· 

Nearly ail 'the great roads employ a corps of what tom disks, between which are held curved blades form
are known as "lost c",r searchers "or" tracers." Every 
freigh t car is numbered and used for a certain purpose, 
and whether it be a .. gondola" or flat open car, or a 
box car, it can be traced from one end of the country 
to the other. The" searchers" will follow a clew to 
San Francisco if necessary, and see that the car is re
turned to its proper station. The" car searcher" has 
been a llIost active agent of the railroads for many 
years past, but., as in eVPI'y other business, improved 
methods are constantly introduced. 

At last our great tl11nk line road, according to the 
Eve,ling Telegram, has dispensed with the car searcher 
in favor of a large force of responsible clerks, with the 
telegraph and telephone as auxiliaries. So systemati· 
cally is their work done that, if the conductor of a 
freight train were to make the slightest error in the 
n Uill bel'S of the cars in his train or a description of 
them, it would be detected and the conductor called on 
to rectify it. If a car is reported missing in any part of 
the country, one of these clerks, by referring to his 
book .. , can tell at. what point the particular car should 
be at t.he time and when it should be returned. .. , ..... 

Artesian Well Boring In Nevada. 

'Ve learn from the Mining Industry, of Denver, that 
artesian we)) boring is now a sort of mania in parts of 
Nevada, and some of t�le borinlrs are proving tmccess
ful. A fine flowing well was struck a few days ago in 
Douglas Count.y, Carson Valley, at a depth of only 310 
feet, and without encountering rock of any kind. Im
proved boring machinery has been ordered from the 
East. and we Illay expect to see the experience gained 

SOLI'S WINDMILL. 

in the Comstock mines, in "feeling ahead" for water, ing orifices for the entrance and exit of the wind, and 
brought into play. By tunneling into the mountain channels through the wheel, as shown in the sectional 
that forTHs the rim of the basin of Lake Tahoe, a very view, the turbines being arranged so that the outer 
large supply of water lDight be obtained, and as the edges of each blade break jointR, that the wind may 
diamond drill will easily bore ahead 1, 000 feet or more, act from whatever direction it comes, and on leaving 
itwould be an excellent tool for use in tunneling for as well a s  on entering the wheel, as indicated by the 
water. In case of striking a strong flow, several holes arrows. The windwheel is designed to be wholly or 
could be sent into the source, thus saving the cost of! partly covered up by a casing, to the lowel' end of 
driving forward a large tunnel. Many great bodies of which i� secured a .U·.shap�d dow�wardly extending 
water have been thus tapped and drawn off in the rod, havlDg a collar 10 Its middle flttlllg 1008ely around 
deep workings of the Comstock. In the Union Con- the vertical driving shaft. The forked ends of a 
solidated mine, cocks were fitted into the diamond weighted lever, fulcrumed on the main frame, extend 
drill holes and the water drawn off as it could be beneath the collar, a link connecting this lever with a 
taken by the pumps. In running the Sutro tunnel the rlower similar one, the forks of which engage a �ollar�n 
diamond drill was sent ahead to tap shafts in IVhich 1 the lo\\:.er end of a governor secured to the lllalO shatto 
water had accumulated to the depth of several hundred When the shaft runs beyond the normal speed the gov
feet. Good hits were nearly always made with the ern or balls fly outward, raising the collar on the lower 
drill, though it was sent ahead a great distance. end of the governor, when the lower lever operates to 

• • • • • pull down the outer end of the upper lev!'r, thereby 
AN IMPROVED DOOR OR WINDOW STOP. raising the casing to fully or partially inclose the wind-

A stop to be used in the comtruction of door and wheel, according to the lDoveluent of the governor 
window frames as an abutment for the door or window, balls. 
while serving also to cover the crack between the door For further information relatiYe to this invention 
or window and the jambs, is illustrated herewith, and addrE'ss Mr. B. H. Lien or Mr. M. J. S. Soli, Brookings, 
has been patented by Mr. Noah Van Allen, of No. 1491 Dakota. 

• •••• West Monroe Street, Chicago, III. The stop has a! 
Habits o£ the Blacksnake. 
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son, what could they do with them? Certainly they 
could not use thelll as food. It is singular that so many 
pertlOllS have been chased by thelll, and yet no in
stance has been reported where they have been caught. 

The racer, described as a blacksnake with a white' 
ring around its neck, exists ouly in the imagination of 
frightened people. It has no place in natural history, 
and yet I have known several persons who claim to 
have been chased by them, and were just as sure of 
the white ring as they were of being chased.-Forest 
and Stream. 

... I. 
The Steel Ham 0(' ahe War Ship San Francl8co. 

The ram for the San Francisco was cast at the 
Pacific Rolling Mills, San Francisco, last month. A 
pit shltped like the letter L was dug in the floor of 
the foundry. It was eight feet deep, twenty feet long 
in one direction and twenty-five in the other. In this 
pit was placed the mould. To this pit there was a. 
tramway upon which the ladle, being mounted on 
wheels, traveled. When the pit was reached, the 
metal was allowed to flow into the mould in a 
stream six inches in diameter. ,\Vhen the mould was 
filled, there was still considerable of the liquid steel left 
in the ladle. The actual operation of casting the ram 
occupied but twent.y seconds. Whether the results 
are satisfactory can only be told after the metal has 
cooled, and that will take 8everal days. It took two 
months to get ready to perform this twenty-second 
operation. The. operation of casting such a huge 
amonnt of metal is very interesting to those who have 
no knowledge of the process. To insure the coruplete 
filling of the mould there were placed two apertures, 
18x24 inches in diameter and 4 feet long, called "ris
ing heads," left in the top of the mould, into which the 
Illetal I'ises, and as the metal cool!! this allows for any 
shrinkage in the body of the metal. The weight of 
these two rising heads will approximate 9,500 pound�. 
the weight of the ram being 13,000 pounds-2,000 
pounds heavier than that of the Charleston. 

The general shape of the ram is that of a crescent, 
with one point a little shorter and more curved than 
the other. The shorter point will extend upward at 
the bow, and the lower point will run aft under the 
ship. The curve forllls the ram. When in position it 
will be 20 feet H inches from its most forward point to 
the 'end of the longer point, and will have It height of 
13 feet 10 inches. Where the cUr\'e is the thickest-that 
is, where the vessel would strike when ramming-there 
is a thickness of 2 feet 9 inches of solid steel.-Pacific 
ContTacio1". 

••••• 
AN IMPROVED FIREPLACE. 

A firpplace designed to facilitate the ready regulation 
of the amount of draught necessary fodree COlli bustion, 
and w ith which the heat generated will be retained and 
directed into the apartment to be heated, is illustrated 
herewith, and has been patented by llr. Robert B. 
Berrie, of Lexington, Mo. A corrugated plate with end 
flanges is set into the wall, upwardly inclined above the 
firepot of the grate, the plate having a flat middle part., 
through a slot in which passes a handle secured to a 
regulating plate sliding on the rear side of the corru
gated plate, the slot having notches adapted to be en
gaged by the handle to hold the regulating plate at the 
desired height. The edges of the regulating plate ha\'e 
apertures, as have also the inner ends of the corrug'lt-

Blacksnakes always feed on� liVe prey, and pos�ess a 
power over their prey that is truly wonderful, and 1 
think that birds, old and young, are their main de

l pendence for food-old birds are captured by them! 
i with ease. I captured a snake nearly 5 feet long that, 
: had a full-fledged song sparrow in its body about 6; , inches from its head. They feed on any kind of live I 

VAN ALLEN'S DOOR OR WINDOW STOP. 

prey within their capacity, and have been caught! 
with a young rabbit in their body. They also are I 
sllccessful hunters of birds' nes�s for the young, and 
will climb trees in their search. I was once near an 
orchard when I heard robins making a great outcry, ! 

i evidently disturbed by something. I went to see the: 
I cause, amI discovered a large blacksnake at their nest: 

I 
in an apple tree about 15 feet from the ground. The i 
tree was about 1 foot in diameter and 7 or 8 feet up to 
the branches. The branch on which the nest was, 

I 
stood off at an angle of about forty-fil'e ,legrpes. When 
the snake saw me, he 'glided down on the top side of 
1 the branch, and when he reached the trunk he slid off! 

and dropped to the ground. In his mouth was a young 
'bird partly swallowed, which proved such a clog to 

him that he could not rUII rapidly in the grass, and I 
captured him. 

BERRIE'S FIREPLACE 

longitudinal groove, in which is arranged a packing Many stories are told of their chasing people. I tions, to permit the free radiation of heat and prevent 
strip of elastic material, the strip being of less thick- have .seen persons who claim t.o .have been cha.sed by the corrugated plate from becoming too hot. Above 
ness than the groove and secured in the groove at its them, and sometimes it was by a raCE.'T, . a blacksnake the grate is held a hood, the moving forward or' back, 
inner etlge only, so that it can be retracte:l to perIllit with a white ring around it.s neck. I. never' saw a· ward of the regulating plate decreasing' 01' increasing 
the door to have a full bearing on the stop. Fig. 3 snake of: that description, and I know of no authority the draught opening formed by the front .end. �f the 
showsan enlarged cross section of the jamb a.nd at- claiming the existence of such a snake. A black- corrugated plate and the front end of.the hood; Un
tached stop, Fig. 2 loeing a sectional plan view of a ·por· snake five or six feet"long can outruu' a - nian. Th�ir 

I 
del' 'the -grate extend onli' or Iliore chan-neis lead'iog' to' 

tal provided with the stoPd when' the door is closed. speed I' have repeatedly witnessed, �heri thE'Y' hl\ve the chimney, indicated by the arrows, the inner open� 
With this. construction a weather-tight joint is made, I escaped from' me. Now, if they chase p<lople, why do lngs of these channels being closed or opened by the 
obviating the necessity of using wea.thl;lrstrips. they not catch them, a.nd if -they W9U1d -c�tch a. por- lower end of the regulating platl;l. 
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